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the exploration of this work, moving away from the topics and objects of Hertz 
to focus on his “life-work”. The life and work of Hertz are now widely known 
thanks to the great book published by Robert Parkin in 1996, The Dark Side 

































concerning one of the more recently rediscovered texts: Saint Besse: étude d’un 
culte alpestre (first published in 1913 in the French Revue de l’histoire des religions 














culture and  religion,  identity and  the uses of history. But Mauss and other 
scholars have contested this work, considering it merely a pleasant and pictur-
esque text which had nothing to do with the scientific work of Hertz on sin.2 





The  first  trend  is  in  fact a polemical exchange between  the advocates of 
“continuity” and those of the “revitalization” of European rituals that takes 
Saint Besse – and the contemporary cult of this saint – as a paradigm. Jeremy 







it has not changed”  (1997: 72)  than by his  transformations. The main evi-
dence, and cause, is the return of migrants who find an identity resource in the 
cult of St. Besse (1997: 75). Two years later, Boissevain (1999) answers those 








2  To  further  the  subject  and  for  all  references,  see  the  chapter  concerning  Saint Besse  in  Parkin 
(1996).
3  See Isnart (2005) for a deeper analysis of those texts.                 
























Nicolas Mariot  (2006)  takes a more  critical point of view. His  text  con-
stitutes a case study on the history of science in the context of durkheimian 
sociology. The  sub-title  is  very  clear  (“Conditions  et  réception de  l’enquête 
directe dans  le milieu durkheimien”) and focuses on the unusual methodol-
ogy followed by Hertz, the direct observation of a European rural context in 









































between the  idealized pattern of  traditional societies and the social  renova-
tion  of  western  society.  Mariot  argues  that  one  cannot  find  in  Saint Besse 
Hertz’s mystical faith in popular culture and the making of the otherness or 











Hertz  finds  his  own  elementary  form  of  social  organization  in  the  field  of 
European folklore. and Mariot gives some examples of Hertz’s construction 

















intellectual  tourist  faces  the  rural  and  ignorant peasants,  the  former  trying 





a  different  rationality  and  not  deny  others  any  rationalism.  But  while  this 
point of  view certainly does not make  the  rural people backward,  it makes 
them deeply others in the sense that they still have a different rationality. The 
otherness is based on the differences between two rationalities, which remain 





















and  contemporary  cultural  anthropology,  and  moreover,  experiencing  field-
work and the difficulties that come with it.
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